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Case Study: Fee Review, Public Markets
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Australian Superannuation Fund, 2022

Asset class, geography Public Markets, Various

Size >USD 2 million

Structure Segregated account

Objectives Review public market fees

bfinance services Fee benchmarking

bfinance value-add

> Multi-layered fee analysis: Researchers reviewed existing investment strategies to develop close 

peer groups that accounted for strategy specifics, investment size and other relevant considerations. 

An important part of this value-for-money assessment included factor performance analysis to 

complement fee analysis and additional manager research. 

> Negotiation planning: bfinance prepared detailed negotiation plans for each strategy, working 

closely with the client to ensure that the approach aligned with their goals. These plans included 

tailored advice to support discussions, including the performance analysis noted above, and 

leveraged insights on the specific managers, strategies and asset classes from in-house experts in 

the relevant fields. 

> Delivering savings: Negotiations went through several stages with more in-depth assessments of 

some proposals. A number of managers put forward differing proposals for segregated account or 

fund options–requiring assessment of additional costs. In total, these negotiations achieved a 

15.25% saving on the total fees for public market strategies.

Project scope/client-specific considerations

The client, an Australian pension scheme, was under mounting pressure from the Australian 
Prudential Regulation Authority (APRA), who collects and publishes the performance and costs 
of superannuation funds. This has led to pressure applied to smaller funds, who do not 
necessarily benefit from the economies of scale afforded to larger funds, to work hard on the 
value for money achieved from their investment managers. 

To relieve some of these pressures, the client sought assistance to conduct a full review of the 
management fees they were paying for investment services and the performance achieved. The 
assessment set out to review the entirety of the client’s portfolio–with a specific focus on their 
public markets’ holdings–and where savings can be achieved. The client is not a large investor 
and investment amounts varied, with some mandates that would not be considered ‘large’ by 
certain managers.

ProcessProcessProcessProcess
Process 10 strategies analysed 8 successful negotiations 15.25% reduction in total fee load



Case Study: Fee Benchmarking and Strategic Support
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UK Pension Scheme, Q4 2021

Asset class, geography Total portfolio (public and private markets, alternatives 

Size GBP 10 billion

Objectives Benchmark fees, support strategic planning

bfinance services Fee review

bfinance value-add

> Developed meaningful peer groups for price comparison: the bfinance team established 

relevant peer groups that reflected strategy specifics and investment sizes; analysis also 

considered the investor’s focus on ESG and the interaction between fees and overall cost of 

access. 

> Identified potential savings: analysis highlighted strategies in which market fees had shifted but 

the client’s fee arrangements had not been revised for several years. Given that investors often 

overlook the fees being paid for passive strategies, this analysis included passive exposures, 

such as passive Global ESG Equity. 

> Assessed ESG complexity: our analysis indicated that the client was overpaying for some 

strategies with an ESG tag. Pricing for ESG Equity strategies is complex because the asset 

management industry offers a spectrum of strategies with an ESG label, and this breadth requires 

careful assessment of the specific product offering. 

Project scope/client-specific considerations

This UK pension scheme was seeking to benchmark the fees being paid to more than a dozen 
managers across 20-plus strategies in public markets, alternatives and private markets given the 
scheme’s rapid growth in assets under management and increasing diversification. The investor did 
not necessarily wish to reduce costs but wanted an independent review of pricing and an 
understanding of how fees for relevant strategies had evolved—and were likely to evolve—through 
time. 
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Case study: Portfolio Solutions – Fee Review
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Dutch Private Pension Scheme, 2021

Asset Class All Asset Classes

Mandate Size, Geography Total Portfolio (EUR9 billion), Global

Mandate type Portfolio Solutions

bfinance services Comprehensive Fee Review

bfinance value-add

> Created a bespoke peer benchmarks for better analysis: as a first step, bfinance reviewed the 
client’s existing managers and selected suitable peer groups from within its own database for 
comparison on fees and performance metrics; this process was quickly followed by assessment of the 
managers’ performance histories to gain insight into their track records relative to their benchmarks, 
including attribution of returns. 

> Incorporated client insights: bfinance interviewed members of the portfolio management team to 
encourage open dialogue and frank communication about the client’s level of satisfaction with different 
external investment managers.

> Took ownership of the negotiations: in managing the negotiation process from start to finish, 
bfinance was able to conduct discussions until managers’ fee packages reflected truly competitive 
market rates. As a result, the client realised total fee savings of approximately 20% across the 
portfolio, or nearly EUR3 million per annum.

Project scope/client-specific considerations

This client, a Dutch private pension scheme, asked bfinance to partner with its in-house investment team to 
assess the fees paid to its external asset managers and negotiate lower rates. The team had established 
long-term relationships with its external investment managers, necessitating a careful and diplomatic 
approach—but the focus on reducing fees was imperative given a changing regulatory context and 
renewed interest from internal stakeholders. The pension manager was intent on realising competitive 
market rates across all mandates within its EUR9 billion portfolio, which included both active and passive 
approaches to a diverse array of asset classes. 

Outcome of Fee Review



Case study: Portfolio Solutions – Fee Review
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Australian Wealth Manager, 2021

Asset Class All Asset Classes 

Mandate Size, Geography Total Portfolio (>AUD100 billion), Global

Mandate type Portfolio Analysis

bfinance services Value-for-Money Fee Review

bfinance value-add

> Assessing data to obtain proprietary insights: as a first step, bfinance worked with the client to collate the 
extensive amount of existing portfolio data, including information on mandate sizes, managers’ investment styles and 
performance data and fees.

> Creating a multi-stage process to evaluate potential savings: given the size and complexity of the portfolio, 
bfinance conducted the assessment in two stages; the first established peer groups for comparison and the second 
delved into fee structures.

> Modelling performance and testing assumptions: bfinance conducted additional analysis, such as factor 
regression of fund performance and gathered insights from its own asset-class research teams on specific markets.

> Preparing a plan of action: a full assessment and negotiation plan was presented to the client that incorporated 
quantitative analysis and qualitative insights into user-friendly formats and dashboards. 

Project scope/client-specific considerations

Having built up a significant portfolio of client assets—more than AUD100 

billion spread across approximately 200 manager mandates—this Australian 

asset owner sought bfinance’s assistance in executing a value-for-money 

assessment of its total portfolio. The client wanted to understand the 

potential routes it could take to delivering savings to its clients other than 

leveraging the scale of its assets under management. The firm engaged 

bfinance to verify that the savings estimates (both at the manager level and 

total-portfolio level) were robust, and then develop a plan for initiating 

discussions with its managers and negotiating fee reductions.



Case study: Portfolio Solutions – Fee Review
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Australian Private Pension Scheme, 2020

Asset Class All Public Markets

Mandate Size, Geography Total Portfolio (>AUD 10 billion), Global 

Mandate type Portfolio Solutions 

bfinance services Value-for-Money Fee Review 

bfinance value-add

> Laying the groundwork: as a first step, bfinance worked closely with the client to review existing portfolio 
data, mapping underlying strategies, market exposures, manager performance and fees paid.

> Establishing peer group benchmarks: to facilitate analysis, bfinance created peer groups that accounted for 
the size of assets under management and strategy specifics to benchmark the client’s current allocations by 
fees paid and services provided.

> Modelling performance and testing assumptions: as part of the process, the team conducted additional 
analysis, breaking down performance into its component drivers.

> Leveraging analysis to encourage discussion: bfinance led negotiations with the targeted public markets 
managers and achieved average fee savings of more than 10% across the group. On a standalone basis, the 
biggest single fee reduction was approximately 75% on a specific mandate. 

Project scope/client-specific considerations

Due to ongoing regulatory pressure from the Australian Prudential Regulation 

Authority, the client—an Australian private pension scheme—wanted to achieve 

real improvements on the fees it was paying to its external asset managers. The 

scale of the task was significant: the pension plan had slightly more than half of 

its assets allocated to public market strategies and slightly less invested with 

alternative and private market strategies. The assessment, which focused 

exclusively on public market mandates, was further complicated by the client’s 

decision to include third-party managers that were capacity-constrained or soft-

closed in the fee review.
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IMPORTANT NOTICES 

DISCLAIMER

No representations, express or implied, are made as to the accuracy or completeness of such statements, estimates or projections or with respect to any other materials herein and bfinance 
disclaims any liability with respect thereto.

PROPRIETARY AND CONFIDENTIAL 

This document contains confidential and proprietary information of bfinance and is intended for the exclusive use of the parties to whom it was provided by bfinance. Its content may not be modified, 
sold, or otherwise provided, in whole or in part, to any other person or entity without bfinance’s prior written permission. 

OPINIONS NOT GUARANTEES 

Findings, scores/ratings, and/or opinions expressed herein are the intellectual property of bfinance and are subject to change without notice. They are not intended to convey any guarantees as to 
the future performance of the investment products, asset classes, or capital markets discussed. Past performance does not guarantee future results. The value of investments can go down as well as 
up. 

NOT INVESTMENT ADVICE OR RECOMMENDATIONS

This report does not contain investment advice or recommendations relating to any client’s particular circumstances. No investment decision should be made based on the information contained 
herein without also considering the appropriateness of the investment for your own circumstances, existing portfolio construction and risk appetite. 

INFORMATION OBTAINED FROM THIRD PARTIES 

Information contained herein may include material obtained from a range of third-party sources. While the information is believed to be reliable, bfinance has not sought to verify it independently. As 
such, bfinance makes no representations or warranties as to the accuracy of the information presented and takes no responsibility or liability (including for indirect, consequential, or incidental 
damages) for any error, omission, or inaccuracy in the data supplied by any third party.
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Office locations

Amsterdam
Symphony building-26th Floor
Gustav Mahlerplein 109-115
1082 MS Amsterdam
The Netherlands

T +31(0)20 794 61 00
www.bfinance.nl

Chicago
220 N. Green Street
Chicago IL 60607
USA

T +1 (312) 829-4353
www.bfinance.com 

London
36 Queen Street
London
EC4R 1BN
England

T +44 20 7747 8600
www.bfinance.co.uk

Montréal
1250 René Lévesque Blvd. W
Suite 2200, Montréal QC
Canada H3B 4W8

T +1 514 393 4899
www.bfinance.ca

Munich
Theresienstraße 1
D-80333 München
Deutschland

T +49 89 55 29 59 00
www.bfinance.de

Paris
49, avenue d’léna
75116 Paris
France

T +33 1 45 02 64 00
www.bfinance.fr

Sydney 
Level 8, 99 Elizabeth Street
Sydney, NSW 2000
Australia

T +61 (0)2 8052 3930
www.bfinance.com

Toronto
88 Queens Quay West
Suite 2500, Toronto
Ontario M5J 0B8
Canada

T +1 (416) 560-7275
www.bfinance.ca

Rome
Piazzale delle Belle Arti 2
00196 Roma
Italy

T +39 06 6940 2500
www.bfinance.com

Hong Kong
Level 20, Infinitus Plaza, 
199 Des Voeux Road Central, 
Sheung Wan. 
Hong Kong

T +852 3953 7874
www.bfinance.com
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